Black‘s and hik colleagues’ decision to
enforce their understanding of Jefferson’s metaphor in place of the historical
FirstAmendment. “Somethingthere is,”
Dreisbach quotes Robert Frost saying,
“that doesn’t love a wall.” Enforcement
of the Founders’ ban on federal establishment of one sect in preference to all
others would not entail so many difficulties as does the enforcement of Jefferson’smetaphor. W

K.R. Constantine Gutzman is professor of history at Western Connecticut
State University.

[World on fire: How Exporting
Free Market Democracy Breeds
Ethnic Violence and Global
Ins’tability, Amy Chua,
Doubleday, 338 pages1

Globalization’s
Many

Discontents
B y Paul Craig Roberts
YALE UNIVERSITY LAW pr0feSSOrhy

Chua writes in World on Fire that “free
market dem.ocracy” has an Achilles’
heel marketdominant minorities. The
disproportionate success attained by
market-dominant minorities foments
ethnic hatreds. Democracyprovides the
envious and resentful majority the
means to strike at the successful minority, making conflict inherent in ”free
market democracy.”
What is to be done? Chua is too realistic to offer pie-in-the-sky alternatives
to markets and democracy. After relating examples of how “free market
democracy” works against itself in
countries with multiethnic populations,
she recommends that marketdominant
minoritiis protect themselves with
image management and good works. In
the last line of her book, Chua reaches
the conclusion: “It is difficult to see, in

any event, how a little generosity and
humility could possibly hurt.”
It is difficult to see how such a weak
conclusion justifies her publisher’s
claim that World on Fire is that rare
book that “gets everyone thinking in a
new way.” If Chua or her editor were
aware that her ground had been more
expertly ploughed by Alexis de Tocqueville, Thomas Sowell, and Peter
Bauer, Chua’s knowledge of ethnic and
tribal conflicts might have been put to
better use.
Having nothing to offer but’a report
on ethnic and tribal conflicts, Chua tries
to compensate by connectingglobalism
to market-dominant minorities. She
writes that globalism disproportionately
benefits these minorities and thus exacerbates hatreds and political instabiLity.
She blames the U S . government and
International Monetary Fund for contributing to ethnic conflict by promoting
free market democracy throughout the
non-Western world.
In this indirect way Chua takes issue
with the neoconservative view, that
exporting free markets and democracy
to other countries will increase peace
and prosperity throughout the developing world. Chua, however, seems no less
interventionist-mindedthan neoconservatives, and as she neither believes that
a government-run economy produces
better results than the market nor that
authorita.rianismis preferableto democracy, she fails to challenge the neoconservativeview.
Chua is on shaky ground when she
blames marketdominant minorities on
globalism. Such minorities long predate
globalism and exist in lands that can by
no stretch of the imaginationbe labeled
free market or democratic. “Free market democracy” is an intellectual construct that nowhere exists.
At times Chua’s book reads like an
aimless rant against free markets and
laissez-faire capitalism. Perhaps she is
letting off emotional steam over inequalities that reason tells her are intractable,
based as they are in historical, cultural,
and genetic differences.The left-wingis
fiwtrated by the realization that society

cannot be remade unless history, the
gene pool, and human nature itself can
be recast.
If truth be known, political correctness prevents Chua from bringing her
knowledge of ethnic conflicts to bear on
multiculturalism where it belongs. She
is honest and bold enough to acknowledge the reality of ethnic hatreds, but
her supposition that such hatreds are
market driven is merely a repetition of
19th century Marxist economic deter-.
minism.
Certainly the U.S. government and
the IMF should take care not to export
policies that worsen ethnic conflicts,
but the more powerful conclusion to be
drawn from Chua’s material-a conclusion that Chua studiously avoids-is
that the U.S., Europe, the U.K., Australia, Canada, and New Zealand should
immediately cease and desist from
reconstructing themselves as multiethnic societies. Accentuating ethnic conflict abroad is stupid, even criminal, but
it is insane to import unassimiliable ethnic groups into Western countries, thus
replicating in the West the Third World
conflicts that Chua so terrifyingly
describes.
Chua’s report on ethnic conflict supports the undrawn conclusion, revolutionary for the political Left, that
successful states are states with homogeneous populations. Even in ethnically or racially homogeneous states,
ideologies such as communism can
create class conflicts that are as murderous as ethnic conflicts. Life can be
dangerous enough without a heterogeneous population seething with grievances. When a political system has to
cope simultaneously with race, gender,
ethnic, cultural, and class Marxism,
social and political instability are guaranteed. Multiculturalism, not “freemarket democracy,”is setting the world on
fire. H
~

Paul Craig Roberts i s the co-author
w i t h Lawrence M . Stratton of The
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y of Good Intentions:How Prosecutors and Bureaucrats Are Trampling
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Retail $35.00

flue Triumph of l i b e t t y 4 i m Powell
chronicles the inspirational stories of 65
individuals who have advocated and defended liberty This book gives you moving examples of true heroes of freedom
including William Penn, Ben Franklin,
Adam Smith, Booker T Washington, Ronald Reagan, and many more Item #55W

1 Final Days-"Disgraceful

That was
former president'Jimmy Carter's word for
the final days of the Clinton administration But as the late Barbara Olson shows
in this riveting book, it was worse than
disgraceful. it was well-nigh criminal
Item #5864
"

Retail $27.95

bewilderingly compliions, politically correct

W&WI @aracter was K i n g - A t last
a real insider's look at Ronald Reaganthat fully reveals why he's one of the
greatest men of our time Refreshingly
free of the made-up characters and
sneering liberal bias that mar other portraits of Reagan, Peggy Noonan at last
Retail $24.95

Epidemk-€pidernic breaks the story
that STDs among adolescents has indeed reached epidemic proportions, and
is leaving our kids open to deadly infections, infertility and cancer. Dr. Meeker,
who has spent the past 20 years practicing pediatric and adolescent medicine
and counseling teens, uncovers the facts
about this grave health crisis, and the
powerful political and other interests
that continue to make it worse.

Retail $24.95

Showdown-In
Showdown, Larry
Elder takes on the most powerful obstacle to our nation's continued existence
as a free society: the increasingly intrusive nanny state-along with the entrenched media elite and special interest
groups that support its encroachments
on our freedoms.
Item W71

Retail $25.95

Death of the West-American policies
have turned white Americans into
second-class citizens. And, if we don't
pay attention, Buchanan proves the
worst is yet to come. This NYT BestSeller, shows how the U.S. could become
a Third-World nation by 2050, unless we
take action now.
I t e m #!i909

Item WE6

The Real Lincoln-Though

Abraham
Lincoln will forever be remembered for
freeing the slaves, that was never one of
his chief political aims. What was?
According to Thomas Ditorenzo, Lincoln
devoted his entire political career to revolutionizing the American form of government from one that was very limited in
scooe and hiohlv
_ . ,decentralized to a hiahlv
centralized, activist state
Item # !%5i)

The Age of Reegan-5y

most
accounts, the w a r 1964 was a disastrous

the glory days of the New Deal Meanwhile, the conservative movement was
quietly aligning itself behind a new
Retail $35.00 leader w h o would bring it to national
Item W55
dominance.

Theodore Rex-In

The Quest for Gosmic JusticeLeading conservative scholar Thomas
Sowell demolishes both the practical and
moral claims of America's social utopians He sees a "quiet repeal of the American Revolution" that diminishes our
liberties under the guise of "social JUStice" and progressive utopian ideals His
vision can help combat this downward
spiral
Item W92

1979, Edmund
Morris took the reading public by storm
with The Rise of Theodore Roosevelt. the
first in a projected three-volume series
and winner of both the Pulitzer Prize and
the American Book Award Now, more
than two decades later, Morris has delivRetail $35.00 ered the second installment, covering
Roosevelt's presidential years (19011909)
Item #!i951

Shooting Straight-Wayne LaPierre
and James Jay Baker show you how
fight back against Leftists who want to
steal your guns and leave you defenseless Armed with this book, you'll be
prepared to struggle against the leftwing zealots who would threaten your
Retail $27.95 livelihood, your family, and your very life
Item W23

What's So Great About AmericaAmerica is under attack not only from
terrorists, but from leftists, Europeans,
and militant Islamic intellectuals who all
blame America for every ill in the world
In Whatk So Great About America, bestselling author Dinesh D'Souza takes on
all of America's critics and proves them
Retail $22.95 wrong
Item #5966

Since 1964, the Conservative Book Club
has delivered
the truth!
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INSTANTSAVINGS!Join today and get any 3 of the books pictured in this ad for just $3 plus shipping and handling. Then take
up to two years to buy four more books at regular low Club prices
(20-50% below retail) or three hooks over two years, if you've
selected the New Member Bonus. After you have paid for your
books, your Membership can be ended by you or the Club. Plus
you will also get opportunities to buy from our list of Superbargain books that the Club regularly offers. These books are
offered at 70-90% discounts!! (Sorry, Superbargain books don't
count toward your book commitment.)
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Mitzna for Prime Minister
I recently had a very pleasant dream. A nice Chnstmas
present, in fact. Amram Mitzna, the mayor of H d a and
leader of the Israeli Labor Party, wins the parliamentary
election of next January, which in turn
causes Norman Podhoretz and William
Kristol to accuse Israelis of anti-Semitism and to demand that George W.
Bush send in the Marines. Alas,then I
woke up.
It is not going to happen-the victory
of Amram Mitzna, that is-not that it
will stop Podhoretz and Kristol from
shoutingfoul whenever possible. Mitzna
seems a hell of a fellow. He has a history
of discord with Sharon, asking to be
relieved from his command in 1982,
claiming he had no confidence in
Sharon as defense minister in charge of
the Lebanon invasion. His finest hour as
mayor was two years ago when he
stood alone to address an angry mob of
Israeli Arabs in Haifa. It was the beginning of the second intifada, with
clashes all over Israel in which police
had shot 13 demonstrators dead. The
crowd had turned ugly, and the police
tried to stop him. He nevertheless went
out, addressed the demonstrators, and
they dispersed peacefully. His message
was “We have lived together in the past
and will do so in the future.”Hear, hear!
Mitzna’sbravery is clear: 57 years old,
he served for 30 years in the a m y , was
wounded three times in one day during
the Six-Day War, and commanded the
Israeli forces in the West Bank. No
peacenik he. His plan for peace is simple: there can be no military solution to
the Palestinian uprising, and the only
prospect for peace is to withdraw from
the land occupied in 1967 and to dismantle most of the Jewish settlements

46

there. He has said that ruling 3.5 million
Palestinians against their will cannot
work and will only serve to destroy
Israel economically as well as morally.
Again, hear, hear!
What I find very depressing is the
inability of samurai warriors like those
mentioned above to comprehend that
occupation does not work. It never has
in the past, and never will. As Mitzna
puts it, “We have been strong and brave
in war. Now we must be even braver in
peace.” Actually, it makes sense. One
should never change a winning game
and always change a losing one. Sharon
promised peace and prosperity, and
look at the shape of Israel today. The
country’s bad economic situation is
linked to controlling 3.5 million Palestinians against their will. The latest plan,
the real symbol of what is happening, is

dents. When Israel first built a fence in
Gaza during the 1987-1993intifada, it
allowed Israel to control 16 settlements
in the Gaza Strip as well as all Palestinian movement. Ten years later, Israel
controls 50 percent of Gaza, squeezing
the already overcrowded area and 1.2
million Palestinians. Building a wall
around the West Bank means that the
Palestinians living there will suffer the
same fate as their Gaza counterparts.
This has always been the Sharon master
plan. (Incidentally, if this plan brings
peace, I’m Monica Lewinsky.)
The Iraqi war plans, needless to say,
suit Sharon and his disciples over here
to the proverbial T. The war will help
Sharon further his territorial strategy,
which includes entire Palestinian communitiesbeing subject to continued curfews that fail to make the nightly news
and large-scale new projects to expand
the illegal settlements on the West Bank.
While President Bush is busy with the
war against Saddam, Sharon will be
expanding and consolidating his objec-

ISRAEL‘S BAD ECONOMIC SITUATION IS LINKED TO CONTROLLING 3.5 MILLION
PALESTINIANS AGAl NST THE IR WILL.
the security barrier Israel is building
around the West Bank and Jerusalem,
twice as long and three times as high as
the ... Berlin Wall. Tear down this wall,
Mr. Sharon, says Mitzna, but no one over
here in the good old U.S.A seems to be
listening.
Just picture it. By building the monster, Israel will unilaterally annex a substantial part of the West Bank and
tighten military cordons around Palestinian centers, imprisoning their resi-

tives in the Occupied Territories. Worse,
concepts once considered unspeakable,
such as ethnic cleansing, are now being
bandied about, euphemistically known
as “transfers.”Sharon has long seen Jordan as the natural home for Palestinians. If the Iraq war topples King
Abdullah, so much the better. Turning
the West Bank into already tiny Bantustans will go unnoticed as we fight Iraq. It
is a good plan, if one believes, as Sharon
does, in a Greater Israel encompassing
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